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Objectives of the study
!

Track the performance of the government subsidised
housing as an asset as demonstrated through formally registered
transactions, and to consider the impact this has had on subsidy
beneficiaries.

!

Test this analysis against the impressions of current
occupants, and to understand the other ways in which housing
performs as an asset for its residents.

!

Qualitative
household
survey

Understand the role of other factors (finance, municipal
investment, job creation, social capital, community development, and so
on) in enhancing this performance.

!

Beneficiary
/ deeds
analysis

Develop policy recommendations (national, provincial and
local) to overcome identified barriers and improve the potential for
housing asset performance.
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Methodology: identifying subsidy properties on the Deeds Registry
1. List of benef iciaries
approved f or a subsidy
(provided by NDoHS).
List contained ID numbers
only

Approved
applicants
(1980-2010)*

3,849,617
individuals
(100%)

2. List of approved
benef iciaries (individuals)
compared to the Deeds
Registry

3. Analysis at the Property Level and Beneficiary Level

Never owned a
property
1,826,712
individuals
(48%)

“Subsidy Properties” - PROPERTIES
1,443,130 properties
Project-linked
Sample
494,691
properties

First property
(“Subsidy”)
1,782,010
individuals
(46%)

Discount Benefit
Scheme Sample
243,190
properties

Other
705,249
properties

“Subsidy Properties” - INDIVIDUALS
1,782,010 Individuals
Project-linked
Sample
588,592
individuals

Own a property
registered before
1994

Discount Benefit
Scheme Sample
295,408
individuals

Other
898,010
individuals

240,895
individuals
(6%)
* Includes 3,212,991 applicants and 781,824 spouses . Duplicate and invalid ID numbers removed. Covers all beneficiaries of t he national housing programme since inception of the database
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Methodology: identifying subsidy properties on the Deeds Registry
There were challenges faced in applying the methodology:
! The Housing Subsidy Data base comprised a list of individuals who had been approved for a

subsidy for the purpose of owning a home, as well as in some cases their spouses. The data
base provided comprised only the Identify Number of the individuals.
! The list was compared to the data in the Deeds Registry and a list of beneficiaries who have

a registered property was identified. This comprised the two reflections of the Total
Database (individuals and properties). This sample included all subsidy programmes
including project linked, individual, consolidation, etc, as well as the discount benefit scheme.
These different schemes were not defined.
! Proxies were used to extract samples that would be representative of project linked

subsidy project and discount benefit scheme projects. These together with the Total
Database formed the basis of the analysis

3,8 million
applicants
approved for
subsidies, 1980September 2010

1,7 million
registered as
property
owners on the
Deeds Registry

FinMark Trust - RDP Housing Assets: Framework - Conclusions and Recommendations

1,44 million
houses

Discount Benefit Scheme:
sample of 243 190
properties analysed

owned by
approved
applicants

Project linked: sample of
494 691 properties analysed
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South Africa’s housing subsidy programme
! In March 1994 South Africa’s

housing subsidy programme was
launched:
– Beneficiaries with a household income
of <R3500 per month and who
satisfied specified criteria could apply
– In general, the subsidy provided a free
standing housing unit provided free of
charge on an ownership basis
! Six main subsidy mechanisms:
– Project Linked
– Individual
– Consolidation
– Institutional
– Relocation Assistance
– Peoples’ Housing Process

The Project Linked subsidy and the
Discount Benefit Scheme were the
two dominant mechanisms
Discount Benefit Scheme

Original, 1950’s / 60’s

Project linked subsidy scheme

Original, 1994-present
November 2011
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The subsidy house as an asset
!

While the initial intention of the housing subsidy programme was to provide shelter for
poor citizens, by early 2000 the concept that the house should be an asset was
introduced: ‘Ensuring property can be accessed by all as an asset for wealth
creation and empowerment’. Vision, Breaking New Ground
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Five periods of implementation
Period

Overview

1992 – 1994 :
Begins with National Housing Forum | ends with launch of the National Subsidy Programme in 1994.
Policy formulation The key focus is the formulation of South Africa’s housing policy.

1995 – 2001 :
Private sector
developer driven
delivery

Begins with the implementation of the National Subsidy Programme in 1995 | ends with the
termination of the use of conveyancers to pay out subsidies.
Characterised by the delivery of subsidised housing through private sector developers who
identified land and structured and implemented projects drawing down the subsidy through a process
managed by conveyancers. Initially developers identified the beneficiaries themselves, towards the end of
the period beneficiaries were allocated to the project from a waiting list managed by Provinces and/or
Municipalities.
Begins with the termination of the use of conveyancers to pay out subsidies | ends with the
publishing of the Comprehensive Plan (Breaking New Ground).

2001- 2004: Public
sector driven
Characterised by the delivery of subsidised housing through Provinces and Municipalities who
delivery
structured projects and appointed private sector developers and contractors to implement them.
Increasingly, small scale builders were appointed to implement projects.

2004-2009:
Delivering human
settlements
2010+: Informal
Settlement
Upgrading

Begins with the publishing of the Comprehensive Plan (BNG) | ends with the adoption of the Revised
Housing Code.
Characterised by a focus on sustainable human settlements. This came to be interpreted as the
implementation of “Mega-projects” of which subsidy housing was one component. The issue of
informal settlement is identified during this period.
Begins with the adoption of the Revised Housing Code. Government policy begins to focus on
upgrading of informal settlements as the key mechanism to address the housing backlog
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Five periods of implementation cont.

National
Housing
Forum

National
Housing
Accord
signed

Housing Subsidy
Programme commences
– Delivery through private
sector developers who
draw down subsidy directly
from government
1992 - 1994: Policy Formulation

Housing Act
promulgated

National
Housing Code
published

Use of convenyancers to pay
out subsidies ceases –
Delivery now undertaken
through Provinces and
Municipalities who draw down
subsidy and appoint emerging
contractors
1995 - 2001: Private Sector Delivery

FinMark Trust - RDP Housing Assets: Framework - Conclusions and Recommendations

Sales
restriction &
savings
requirement
s introduced

Comprehe
Subsidy quantum
nsive Plan increased – land and
(“Breakin services funded from
g new
other sources
Ground”)
published

Financial
Sector Charter
Commences

2001 - 2004: Public
Sector Delivery

December 2011

Payment for
completed structure
allowed to occur
before registration

NUSP
commences

Revised
Housing
Code
published

2004 - 2009: Delivering Human Settlements
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published

2010+ : Informal
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(1) Houses provided through the national subsidy programme comprise
a significant portion of South Africa’s residential property market.
3,8 million applicants
approved for subsidies,
1980-September 2010

1,7 million registered
as property owners
on the Deeds Registry

These registered subsidy houses
comprise a significant portion
(just under one quarter - 24%) of all
registered residential properties
in South Africa.

1,44 million houses
owned by approved
applicants
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(1) Houses provided through the national subsidy programme comprise
a significant portion of South Africa’s residential property market cont.
49% of registered, subsidised properties are in the eight metropolitan cities
! Ekurhuleni (141,104), Cape Town (130,300) and the City of Johannesburg (130,121) having the highest.
! Gauteng (395,765), the Eastern Cape (238,682) and the Western Cape (208,852) have the highest .
Provinces

Metropolitan Municipalities

Given the size of the subsidy component of the property market in South Africa, its effective
operations can only be beneficial to the overall property market
FinMark Trust - RDP Housing Assets: Framework - Conclusions and Recommendations
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(2) Over one million subsidy beneficiaries have not been provided with
the Title Deed to their property…
450,000

Annual Housing Delivery & Subsidies Approved, 1994-2009
2004 : Registration as a
requirement for subsidy
payment is removed

400,000

350,000

Period I

Period II

Period III

300,000

250,000

200,000

150,000

100,000

50,000

Number of subsidies approved

1,994

1,995

1,996

1,997

1,998

1,999

2,000

2,001

2,002

2,003

2,004

2,005

2,006

2,007

2,008

90,107 195,232 232,025 240,079 242,808 228,467 198,838 236,470 424,843 324,882 225,865 182,664 155,012 217,848 100,826

2,009
-

No of houses reported completed/under construction 26,502 73,321 126,147 166,218 194,705 210,821 200,058 162,226 179,465 197,604 184,613 223,145 263,865 257,798 243,260 231,543
Total number of subsidy properties registered

51,106 77,413 141,858 174,256 167,056 127,167 114,395 123,917 127,472 87,195 62,644 51,950 42,302 43,891 54,265

Sources: Reported housing delivery data: 1994-95 to 1999-00, 2000-01 to 2004-05: www.treasury.gov.za/publications/igfr/2005/prov/08.%20Chapter%205%20-%20Housing.pdf Data for 2005-06 and 2006-07: www.treasury.gov.za/publications/igfr/2007/prov/05.%20Housing.pdf Data for 2007-08 and 2008-09:
www.housing.gov.za/Content/Stats/Housing%20Delivery%20Stats.htm Data for 2009-10: www.dhs.gov.za/Content/Stats/2009%2010%20Finacial%20year.htm ; Subsidy data: www.treasury.gov.za/publications/igfr/2007/prov/05.%20Housing.pdf
andhttp://www.treasury.gov.za/publications/igfr/2009/prov/06.%20Chapter%206%20-%20Human%20Settlements.pdf (Note: Reported financial year delivery data has been annualised assuming that 60% of the delivery occurs in the first calendar year and 40% in the 3 months of the second calendar year, e.g. 1994/95:
60% delivery accrues to 1994 and 40% of the delivery to 1995 )
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(2) Over one million subsidy beneficiaries have not been provided with
the Title to their property…
! Title deeds protect rights to a property and record

changes in ownership – they provide individuals with an
address, recognising the owner as being part of the
municipality, and enabling the owner to secure loans
and to pass it on to family members when they die.
! The failure to provide Title Deeds means that

beneficiaries are being denied a critical point of entry
into the formal property market.
! Not having a Title Deed means that beneficiaries are not

able to sell their houses using the Deeds Registry
system– as a result informal transactions are
occurring.
! These informal transactions undermine individual

property owners security and more generally the
integrity of the Deeds Registry in South Africa.
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Thembalethu resident

The high number of houses where title has not been transferred represents a
significant risk to undermining the effective operations of the subsidy house submarket and more generally the integrity of the Deeds Registry in South Africa.
FinMark Trust - RDP Housing Assets: Framework - Conclusions and Recommendations
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(2) … and since 2005, the proportion of properties formally registered
has plummeted, sitting in 2009 at less than 50%.
! From 2005 there has been a

Registrations as a % of Reported Delivery

consistent decrease in the number
of subsidy houses that are being
registered.
! In the last five years the number of

registrations has decreased
significantly – less than 30% of
subsidy houses are being registered
! The removal of registration as a

requirement before the release of a
significant portion of the subsidy
payments, appears to be a key
contributor to this trend.
! Possibly the 8-year sale restriction

takes the urgency away?

Current trends are further exacerbating the proportion of subsidy beneficiaries that do not
have Title Deeds for their houses, with negative consequences both to the affected
individuals as well as the entire property market.
FinMark Trust - RDP Housing Assets: Framework - Conclusions and Recommendations
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(3) Subsidy houses are effective as a social and economic asset
!Subsidy are working effectively as a social

asset in terms of :
– providing an asset as an inheritance to their

children
– providing a basis for a community support
system
– having a positive physiological impact on
beneficiaries
!Households are using their subsidy houses
as an economic asset to earn income – in line
with findings of the Housing Entrepreneurs study (2006)
– The range of activities include crèches, spaza
shops, backyard rooms for rent, renting out space
in the yard, selling food and tuck shops.
– The type and extent to which this occurred
differed in each of the areas surveyed.
– It improved beneficiaries ability to create
income opportunities for themselves.

Original
RDP
house –
built
around
1995

Three
backyard
rooms
with
waterborne
sewerage

Container in the
front yard for
spaza shop

Building materials for
the next project
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#
!".#),#'-2=#7*9$4,*#"#'&-#./$.#"#9$-#/$0*#./*#
7$9C=$(+#(''%,#3'(#%=#.*-$-.,#$-+#./*#,:$G$#
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Subsidy houses, as a result of their use as a social and economic asset, have a
significant and beneficial impact on beneficiaries.
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(4) Subsidy houses are valued by their owners and a significant
proportion of houses surveyed had some level of investment into them
! Most beneficiaries have made some investment into

subsidy houses.
! The extent of investment varies, but in some cases this

investment more than doubled the value of the house.
! In all the areas there was some indication that further

investment is planned - visible through stockpiled
materials, which was visible from the street.
! Investments made predominantly with savings and to a

lesser extent micro-loans and also mortgage loans. A
total of 120 000 mortgage loans have been extended
against subsidy housing independent of a sale transaction.
! Investments seem to be independent of the quality of the

surrounding environment and independent of events this may be due to the fact that subsidy houses are scarce
and difficult to sell/purchase.

“If you lose your house, you lose everything.”
“My children will inherit this house. We are
building this house for them to have a future.”

Owners of subsidy houses value them and are investing in them and this has positive
implications for the market into the future. Levels of investment in the subsidy house are
not affected by close proximity or access to public facilities or improved services.
FinMark Trust - RDP Housing Assets: Framework - Conclusions and Recommendations
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(5) The financial asset value of the subsidy house is less prominent
Only 6% (90,858) of all subsidy houses registered
have been sold. The following may explain this
low number:
! The eight year sales restriction on subsidy

houses appears to have an impact on
buyers and sellers, even in areas where the
sales restriction no longer applies.
! The high value and strong use of the

subsidy house as a social and economic
asset results in a reluctance by owners of
subsidy houses to sell.
! The general lack of housing stock

suppresses the market in that owners who
might be interested in selling do not do so as
it is hard to find anything else to purchase.
“…you know it is illegal to buy a RDP
house”
“I will never leave this house! When I do,
it will be in a coffin.”

FinMark Trust - RDP Housing Assets: Framework - Conclusions and Recommendations
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(5) The financial asset value of the subsidy house is relatively low:
Type of stock and geographic location appear to influence sales
! Discount Benefit Scheme houses are experiencing higher rates of sale than Project Linked houses.

This is probably at least partly due to the eight year sales restriction that applies to the Project Linked subsidy houses,
as well as that the Project Linked Subsidy houses are newer (having been built since 1994).
! The sales rate for all subsidy houses is much lower than overall market norms. (number of sales as a

percentage of total registrations)
! The sales rate is higher the Metros and in some provinces still low.
Total
Registrations
1994-2009

National Sales : comparison of Project linked
and Discount Benefit Scheme samples (not
entire data set)
3 000

Total
Sales
1994-2009

Sales Rate
Period

PA

Eastern Cape

238,682

14,338

6%

0.4%

2 500

Free State

155,843

3,444

2%

0.1%

2 000

Gauteng

395,765

26,287

7%

0.4%

KwaZulu-Natal

173,890

11,940

7%

0.4%

Limpopo

34,710

1,579

5%

0.3%

Mpumalanga

74,254

4,441

6%

0.4%

Northern Cape

41,538

2,338

6%

0.4%

North West

80,034

4,008

5%

0.3%

208,852

21,347

10%

0.6%

1,446,887

90,858

6%

0.4%

710,667

61,100

9%

0.6%

1 500
1 000
500
-

Western Cape
First sale of Project-linked property per year
First sale of Discount Benefit Scheme property per year
FinMark Trust - RDP Housing Assets: Framework - Conclusions and Recommendations
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(5) The financial asset value of the subsidy house is relatively low:
Sales prices for the Project Linked sample appear to be below value
!

Houses provided through the Discount Benefit Scheme are being sold for higher prices than Project
Linked houses, and these skew the average upwards.

!

Project Linked houses are seeing the lowest selling prices – In at least Period 3, these prices are
significantly lower than the cost of developing subsidy housing. This could be for a number of reasons:
!

Correlation : The inclination to sell (6% of total) could reflect an under valuing of subsidy housing.

!

Sellers might price houses at the value of the housing subsidy and not the value of the property.
Buyers may not be able to afford more.

!

Selling Price

Total Database

Average price Subsidy
(Nominal) – R

Period 3
(2004-2009)

Total 1994-2009

75,105

160,849

100,973

102,354

104,417

180,663

134,090

Average price Subsidy
(Nominal) – R

11,892

21,184

49,091

28,630

Average price Subsidy
(Real Base 2008) – R

21,461

29,525

54,439

36,265

Average price Subsidy
(Nominal) – R

60,978

95,999

191,947

120,370

Average price Subsidy
(Real Base 2008) – R

114,214

133,767

214,120

158,087

(Real Base 2008) – R

Discount Benefit
Scheme Sample

Period 2
(2001-2003)

54,032

(90 858 sales between
Average price Subsidy
1994 and 2009)

Project Linked
Sample

Period 1
(1994-2000)

FinMark Trust - RDP Housing Assets: Framework - Conclusions and Recommendations
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(5) The financial asset value of the subsidy house is relatively low:
The percentage of properties that have been used to access a mortgage is low
! Only about 8% of all subsidised properties have been used to leverage a mortgage - a total of 120,000
mortgages have been extended to subsidised houses since 1994 (for both first and secondary sales). The Financial Sector
Charter seems to have improved access to mortgage finance.
! Just under 50 000 of the 90 858 sales transactions were financed with a mortgage: of these, about 30 000
mortgages are still active.
! A higher percentage of Discount Benefit Scheme houses accessed mortgage finance – perhaps because
beneficiaries of the Discount Benefit Scheme had more affordability?
! Still, the value of mortgage lending in the subsidised housing market is not insignificant. Subsidy

properties have been used to secure roughly R20 billion in mortgage finance.

! Beyond mortgage finance, respondents indicated their homes are effective in enhancing access to
unsecured, micro finance (small loans). Respondents indicated that it is easier to access a micro loan if an applicant is
an owner of a subsidy house and has a physical street address.
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Overall recommendations

!

Subsidy housing stock should not only improve the
living circumstances of beneficiaries but also their
wealth – all points in the housing asset
triangles, public and individual, must perform.

!

The resale of subsidised housing is a potential
and important supply for the gap market –
filling in the gaps in the housing ladder

!

Interventions should be put in place to support
asset performance and enable the sub-market
to operate more effectively:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Clear and consistent policy & political messaging on the housing asset
Address housing asset quality by eradicating the title registration backlog
Facilitate property market functioning and remove restrictions to trade
Support use of house as an economic asset
Develop detailed monitoring and analysis

FinMark Trust - RDP Housing Assets: Framework - Conclusions and Recommendations
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(1) Consistent and Clear Policy and Political messaging
! The research shows that there is substantial

ambiguity and uncertainty amongst
beneficiaries as to the acceptability of using
their subsidy house as a financial and
economic asset.

! The current policy and messaging from

political leadership at the national, provincial
and municipal level consistently reinforces a
perception that the use of the subsidy
house as an economic or financial asset is
not encouraged and in fact may be illegal.

Policy makers and political leaders must
agree on the need to promote rather than
inhibit the use of the subsidised house as
an economic and financial asset.

! Implement new approach within a structured

and nationally driven change management
process.
! Amend key policies and legislation
! Canvass the revised approach broadly within

! Backlogs in title deeds may give the

negative message that the housing asset is
not of value, but rather a gift from government.

FinMark Trust - RDP Housing Assets: Framework - Conclusions and Recommendations

the government – at political and
administrative levels.
! Disseminate agreed revised message.
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(2) Address housing asset quality by eradicating the title
registration backlog
Introduce a national registration backlog eradication programme.
The programme should include:
!

A township proclamation expediting sub-programme which
establishes a national task team to identify all unproclaimed
subsidy projects and expedite the proclamation process.

!

Beneficiaries initiated title registration sub-programme which
sets in place a common set of arrangements that enable existing
subsidy beneficiaries to initiate the registration of their subsidized
house into their name via the municipality or an agent nominated
by the municipality.

!

Interim tenure sub-programme which provides secure interim
documentation confirming the beneficiaries right to transfer of title
where subsidy projects are not proclaimed

!

Communication/Mobilisation sub-programme focused on
communicating these arrangements and the need to secure
verification certificates and/or title deeds to the subsidy houses.

!

Municipal titling support programme which establishes a
special task team to assist municipalities to set up the systems,
procedures and trained staff to ensure that subsidy houses are
provided to beneficiaries with a title deed.

FinMark Trust - RDP Housing Assets: Framework - Conclusions and Recommendations
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Urban LandMark
Report: Investigation
into the Delays in
Issuing Title Deeds to
Beneficiaries of
Housing Projects
Funded by the
Capital Subsidy.
June 2011
Report undertaken by Shisaka
Development Management
Services, available on
www.urbanlandmark.org.za
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(3) Facilitate property market functioning and remove restrictions to
trade
Communication / education /
marketing interventions:

Policy & legislative interventions:
!

Ensure titling backlog doesn’t grow: the

!Marketing/information processes
which enable buyers and sellers to identify
transactions for both sale and rental.

requirement for registration before the full subsidy
payment is made should be re-introduced
!

Address legislative & policy barriers:
! Remove the resale restriction on subsidy

!Education programmes to increase
owners understanding of the role of a Title
Deed and how to trade and use their property
as a financial asset (including an
understanding of the costs of a subsidy
house).

houses and rather offer more market
information and better market functioning to
protect against downward raiding.
! Rationalise the title registration process to
engage with grassroots practice. This should
also include the making available of standard
and simplified sales contracts and transfer
documentation via bookstalls or municipalities.
!

Consider
implementation
in the Metro
areas and rolling
out interventions to
other cities and
large towns, and
then other areas.
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!Access to housing finance.
!Financial Sector Charter did positively
impact and improve access to
mortgage loans. Promote a second
phase of the Charter, with explicit
attention to the resale market.
!92% of subsidy houses have not
geared mortgage finance – substantial
opportunity that deserves attention.
!Reinforces the need for title
rectification
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(4) Support use of housing as an economic asset
!

!

Home based enterprises offer excellent
opportunities for job creation and
income earning potential
Retail and commercial activity
diversifies land use – no longer a
residential dormitory

FinMark Trust - RDP Housing Assets: Framework - Conclusions and Recommendations

!

Backyard rental is an “each-onesettle-one” strategy.

!

Support household investment with
public investment in infrastructure and
services and possibly incentives
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(5) Support detailed monitoring and analysis
! There should be ongoing monitoring , analysis and reporting on

the size and growth rate of the subsidy house sub-market and
how it is performing - currently neither adequate indicators nor
adequate data to set baselines and monitor improvements in
performance.
! New house construction: housing starts (NHBRC data)
! New subsidy approvals, and provincial / municipal spread, by

subsidy type (NDHS Housing Subsidy database)

! The development of the basis for

monitoring performance should not be
done by government in isolation of the
private sector providers. A joint
process should be facilitated which
recognises the needs and
perspectives of both public and
private the stakeholders.

! New property registrations and resale transactions, by subsidy

type (Deeds Registry)

! FinMark’s Affordable Land + Housing

! Scope and nature of lending, by subsidy type (Deeds Registry,

Credit Bureau, Banking Association, HLMDA, NCR)
! This should not only entail tracking of properties but also of

processes:
! durations for township proclamation processes;
! transactional speed and cost;
! subsidy administration effectiveness and speed;

Data Centre is an essential but
insufficient start towards meeting
these needs. Substantial public and
private sector partnering and support
will be necessary to enable the
subsidised housing sub-sector to be
properly monitored, analysed and
reported.

! time between subsidy approval and title deed

registration; etc.
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Thank you

For more information contact kecia@housingfinanceafrica.org
All reports from this study are available at www.housingfinanceafrica.org
A related study commissioned by Urban LandMark involves an investigation into the delays in issuing title deeds
to beneficiaries of housing projects funded by the capital subsidy. This report is available from
www.urbanlandmark.org.za
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